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A breathtaking near-future thriller. From the New York Times bestselling author whose books
have sold over a million copies.A small alien spacecraft with extraordinary secrets. And a mad
scramble to get to it first.When an interstellar probe lands in the heart of the Ebook Library
Jungle, powerful nations around the world will stop at nothing to retrieve it. Because the
unoccupied alien craft is sure to contain revolutionary technology. Technology that will allow the
country that controls it to dominate the globe.With the probe hidden within the densest rainforest
on Earth, traditional military power is useless. So the US chooses to send in a single operative, a
man who's been enhanced to the limits of current technology. He'll be greatly outnumbered, and
with so much on the line, not even the closest of allies can be trusted.But the true stakes are
higher than anyone could possibly know. Because all is not what it seems.And the alien
spacecraft has plans of its own . . .Seeker is a fast-paced, roller-coaster ride of a thriller. One that
explores actual human enhancements being worked on today, along with mind-blowing
concepts that readers will be pondering long after they've read the last page."Richards is an
extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night
long." (Douglas Preston)"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book dot
com)Near Future Science Fiction Thrillers by Douglas E. Richards WIRED (Wired 1)AMPED
(Wired 2)MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1)BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2)MIND WAR (Nick Hall 3)SPLIT
SECOND(Split Second 1)TIME FRAME (Split Second 2)QUANTUM LENSGAME
CHANGERINFINITY BORNSEEKERVERACITYORACLETHE ENIGMA CUBEKids Science
Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by kids and adults alike)TRAPPED (Prometheus Project
1)CAPTURED (Prometheus Project 2)STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)OUT OF THIS
WORLDDEVIL'S SWORD

"Richards is an extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all
night long." (Douglas Preston)."Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF
Book.com)SELECTED HEADLINES FROM OVER 800 FIVE-STAR Ebook Library
REVIEWS:"Incredible. Amazing. Completely engaging!" "Futuristic science-fiction roller-
coaster." "Stunning.""A masterpiece!""Excellent work. Eye-opening." "Wow! What a trip!" "Best
book in years.""Mind-blowing!""Douglas Richards does it again!""Holy crap!""Another home
run.""Absolutely stunning!""Fun, fun, fun!""Seeker is awesome!""Probably the most important
and best book I have read."    About the AuthorSee Bio Below
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SEEKERDouglas E. RichardsThis book is a work of fiction. The characters, incidents, and
dialogues are products of the author’s imagination and are not to be construed as real. Any
resemblance to actual events or persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Copyright ©
2018 by Douglas E. RichardsPublished by Paragon Press, 2018Email the author at
douglaserichards1@gmail.comFriend him on Facebook at Douglas E. Richards AuthorVisit the
author’s website at www.douglaserichards.comAll rights reserved. With the exception of
excerpts for review purposes, no part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system.First EditionPROLOGUEThe clear, reflective spacecraft
was the size of a softball while at rest. But since it was now very near light speed, its mass had
grown and its length had diminished in dramatic fashion, as relativity demanded. It had raced
through both the intergalactic and interstellar voids for more than two million years, but its
tremendous speed caused time dilation effects, and as far as it was concerned the journey
hadn’t even been a hundredth this long.A photon of light, of course, could do this trick far better,
as it moved at a speed that caused time to stop dead in its tracks. The photon could be born on
a star and travel for a billion years, at least as measured by an outside observer, before
slamming into a distant telescope—not having aged a second. To the photon, this journey would
be instantaneous. It would leave its star and die on the telescope a billion light years distant, with
no time passing for it at all.Interstellar space was cold beyond imagining, but the tiny probe was
able to tap into the froth of the void, the particles and energy that appeared and disappeared at
random, the ultimate quantum magic trick. Perhaps this was the Universe’s way of providing the
perfect energy source for those who could learn how to tap it.Or maybe, instead, this energy
froth was a gift from an all-powerful deity, yet another subtle clue as to its existence.If only the
Universe, or this deity, hadn’t set such a limiting, and unbreakable, speed limit.The probe
possessed sensors of unbelievable power, and had recently detected radio signals, which it had
quickly traced back to their planet of origin. The nature of these signals made several things
clear all at once: Not only was there life on this particular planet, but it was intelligent life. And not
only intelligent life, but life that had reached a basic level of technological
sophistication.Outstanding.The probe, as satisfied as a probe could be, instantly made a course
correction, now having accomplished at least the first stage of its mission parameters.The
interstellar softball continued to digest the ever-growing content being broadcast from this chatty
planet as it hurtled through space, and with each passing second it moved almost a hundred
eighty thousand miles closer to its target.The planet, which the inhabitants called Earth, Terra,
and dozens of other names in different language systems, was now just under three light years
away.Only three years until the probe arrived.But much sooner as far as it was concerned.It
could hardly wait.PART 1“To appreciate the nature and significance of the coming ‘singularity,’ it
is important to ponder the nature of exponential growth. Toward this end, I am fond of telling the



tale of the inventor of chess and his patron, the emperor of China. In response to the emperor’s
offer of a reward for his new beloved game, the inventor asked for a single grain of rice on the
first square, two on the second square, four on the third, and so on. The emperor quickly granted
this seemingly benign and humble request.“One version of the story has the emperor going
bankrupt as the sixty-three doublings ultimately totaled eighteen million trillion grains of rice,
which would require rice fields covering twice the surface area of the Earth, oceans
included.“Another version of the story has the inventor losing his head.” —Ray Kurzweil, The
Law of Accelerating Returns1Anwar Sadiq whispered a silent prayer to Allah, clutched the
American-made M4 assault rifle strapped around his neck, and glanced at his watch. He
estimated that showtime was now only ten to fifteen minutes away. His eyes gleamed in the
darkness, twin beacons framed by the folded black scarf that covered his head and face, their
intensity and shine indicating intelligence and zealotry in equal measure—a lethal
combination.Sadiq was one of the few leaders of ISIS to have survived the organization’s
decimation, during which time his brave and glorious brethren had been expunged from the
many territories they had acquired through their early, spectacular rise, when they had spread
like a brushfire across the Middle East.In ISIS’s heyday the lure of their grand cause, the
caliphate—the purification of the Muslim faith and the setting of the world once again on a
righteous course—was irresistible to many young men in Iraq, Syria, the Levant, and Europe,
who had rushed in to be a part of the excitement. And ISIS leaders had instinctively known the
best way to attract them, tapping into the same primal recipe that had worked countless times
before.Religion was the centerpiece of their movement, of course, but this wasn’t what had lured
in so many followers willing to kill and die in ISIS’s name. Not really. The central cause could
have been anything. Workers’ rights. Racial purity. Revenge.Humanity was fiercely tribal. And
young men, in particular, were wired to seek out adventure, glory, and esteem. ISIS was cool.
ISIS was a brotherhood fighting together for a glorious cause. Killing together, raping unbelievers
together. What could cement fraternal bonds more completely than this?And in addition to
offering adventure, glory, and camaraderie, ISIS offered something even more important:
purpose.But while all of this was true, ISIS and Anwar Sadiq knew that the disaffected young
men they sought to attract also needed to believe they were joining a winning team. To believe
that their self-sacrifice would eventually achieve their goals and save the world. The more
recruits and territory ISIS gathered, the easier it was to gain additional recruits and
territory.Nothing succeeded like success.Which is why Sadiq’s current operation was the most
critical the organization had ever undertaken. Because the tide had turned against them many
years earlier, when the US had finally begun to take them seriously, and what they had been so
sure was an unsinkable ship was pierced by an iceberg. The Great Satan began to crush them,
to cast doubt on their inevitability, and with this, the hopes and dreams of scores of young men
who would otherwise have flocked to replenish their ranks.The once swelling, pounding, lion
heart of ISIS was grinding to a halt, and this mission represented a last-gasp effort to shock it
back to life. It was time to give the US a black eye they would never forget. One that would



inspire young men around the world to take up the fight once again.Sadiq surveyed ten of the
fourteen soldiers he had with him on this night, the ten who were within sight. Each was covered
head to toe in black, as was he, and each fondled an assault weapon of his own. The four not
present were carrying out important duties. Two were ready to block the long, winding entrance
to the property on his order, while two others were manning two parked and hidden cars towing
industrial-grade woodchippers behind them.The plan was visionary and bold. Daring and
audacious. Sadiq had been given the honor to lead ISIS’s smartest, most capable men on its
most important mission.He stood in the still darkness, the calm before the storm, going through
the mission in his mind one last time. Send a viral AI into the electronic security system to take
control of it. Establish a roadblock to eliminate all chances that a newcomer might surprise them
once the Op had begun. And finally, kill cell phone coverage in the area.They would have to
commence the attack within minutes of this last, as blocking cell phone communications would
draw immediate attention. By rights, their targets shouldn’t be using their phones on this night,
but Sadiq knew that many would anyway.In the West, the phone had become a drug even more
addictive than opioids. In a culture becoming ever more secular, the phone had become a
god.But in the midst of the coming massacre, Sadiq had the feeling his targets were about to
rediscover their true religion, just moments before he and his men ushered them all into
oblivion.2Ben Kagan waited for his gray Hydro sedan to enter a vast limestone surface on the
grounds of a mansion in Poway, California, and park itself. He took a deep breath and braced
himself for the party to come. This was the last place he wanted to be.He had never been the
party type. He considered himself to be very much on the boring side. Even his car was boring. It
was a Hydro, of course, since Norman Weiser had founded this particular company, among
many others, and Kagan was one of Weiser’s most valued scientists. But it was one of Hydro’s
most unexciting models, a mid-range four-door sedan.Like Kagan, it was a brilliant performer.
And fully autonomous, of course. But not too flashy. Dependable, but not racy.Still, it was a
luxury car by any measure, and the woman in the passenger seat beside him, looking
breathtaking in her elegant blue dress, was stunning, an adjective that applied to her personality
even more than it did to her firm, gym-toned body and incandescent smile.It was hard for Kagan
to complain. He was only twenty-nine, and his life was very full.Maybe too full.He hadn’t watched
a television show in years, or read any fiction. The closest he had come to a vacation was when
he occasionally allowed himself to take an entire Saturday or Sunday off, instead of working for
at least several hours. He had been the top player on Princeton’s tennis team as an
undergraduate, yet he was down to playing tennis once a month, and exercising twice a week on
a treadmill in front of an expansive computer monitor so that he wouldn’t lose even a moment of
productivity.Something had to give. Now that Cynthia Shearer, the remarkable woman beside
him, had entered his life, the job he treasured and the woman he loved were competing for his
attention. Even after jettisoning everything else in his life, there still weren’t enough hours in the
day to satisfy both.It had been so much simpler before Cynthia had come on the scene. Simpler,
but certainly not better.He had been just a year away from completing his doctorate in physics



and computer engineering from Carnegie Mellon University when he seized an opportunity to
join one of Norman Weiser’s first companies, Advanced Propulsion Technologies. Even though
he had been forced to pull out of school just short of his doctoral finish line, it was an offer he
couldn’t refuse.Weiser was a wunderkind, a man who had burst onto the scene from nowhere,
and in just a few short years had managed to out-musk the great Elon Musk. His initial
breakthrough had come when he had devised an ingenious method for creating stable metallic
hydrogen, a material that had been pursued for decades for its theorized properties as both an
ideal superconductor and a powerful rocket propellant.The applications for stable metallic
hydrogen and the room temperature superconductivity it made possible were as wide-ranging
as they were breathtaking. A superconductor was able to conduct electric current with no
resistance, making batteries more powerful and electromagnets so strong they could levitate
heavy objects, basically defying gravity.The first commercially operated high-speed magnetic
levitating train, or Maglev, was built in Shanghai in 2004. This railway used superconducting
magnets ten times more powerful than ordinary electromagnets to levitate and propel the train.
But there was a catch—these magnets had to be cooled to hundreds of degrees below zero to
achieve superconductivity, a difficult and pricey requirement.Room temperature
superconductivity had long been a Holy Grail, and Norman Weiser, brilliant, daring, and
iconoclastic, had finally brought it home.Production of high purity metallic hydrogen was still
tricky, and the technology was still being perfected, but Weiser had sprouted more companies
even than Musk, in a shorter time, with several of these in direct competition with the great
innovator, including in rocketry, high-speed tunneling, and electric cars.And soon Weiser’s
electric cars would become Maglev cars, which would be charged and propelled using low-cost
superconducting electromagnets in his cars and in the streets. At this rate, Weiser was sure to
obsolete Tesla and SpaceX, and all other car and rocket companies on the planet, for that
matter, within the decade.The world order, at least when it came to technology, had been
relatively stable for thousands of years. But in modern times, industries were being birthed and
obsoleted at a furious pace. Even technology that had seemed utterly woven into the very fabric
of society was often relegated to the trash heap of history in the blink of an eye.In 1996,
Eastman Kodak was a hundred-year-old powerhouse with one hundred forty thousand
employees and a valuation of twenty-eight billion dollars. Yet a mere sixteen years later, the
company was filing for bankruptcy, a T. Rex dinosaur that had failed to fathom the disruptive
power and game-changing impact of the digital photography revolution. In contrast to this, while
Kodak was on its last legs, a small handful of entrepreneurs founded Instagram, a photo-sharing
service, which rapidly attracted as many as eight hundred million users. Eighteen months after
its founding, the same year that Kodak filed for bankruptcy, these few Instagram founders sold
their company for a billion dollars.And Norman Weiser was about to unleash this sort of
disruptive technological change on any number of industries, with him as Instagram and the rest
of the world as Kodak.Ben Kagan loved what he did with a passion, and would have paid Weiser
for the privilege of working for him. Instead, he was paid handsomely to solve fun, challenging,



and consequential problems. Since much of this compensation took the form of stock options,
which were now worth well over a hundred million dollars and climbing rapidly, the word
rewarding didn’t go nearly far enough.Then, fourteen months earlier, out of the blue, Kagan’s life
had become much more . . . complicated. Weiser had hired Cynthia Shearer as a consultant on
one of the projects Kagan was heading, and he had become instantly and irresistibly enamored
with her.Since she had worked with him side by side, in the trenches, for six months, he had
gotten to know her far better than if he had dated her for many years, and had used every last
minute of his spare time to see her.By the time her tour of duty was up, they had fallen in love.
Kagan would have proposed marriage to her already if he thought there was any chance that
she’d accept.But he knew she wouldn’t. Not until he could achieve a better balance between his
first love and his second, and somehow find a way to spend more time with her now that they
weren’t working together. He was determined to do just that, no matter what it took. He would
prove to her that she was his top priority, and get her to agree to spend the rest of her life with
him.Which is why he was with her now, despite not enjoying this kind of party, which he found
empty, boring, and a complete waste of time.But while parties weren’t his thing, he understood
why Cynthia wanted to be here. This residence, and party, belonged to Dan Vettori, the founder
and CEO of a young company working on improving virtual reality technology. Cynthia had
consulted for Vettori almost as long as she had for Weiser, and had always had good things to
say about the man. Besides, this was a great networking opportunity for her.As the car parked
and shut itself off, Kagan leaned over and planted a brief kiss on Cynthia’s soft lips. “Here we
go,” he said tentatively.“It’s a party, not a funeral.”He shrugged. “Either way, as long as I’m with
you, it can’t be all bad.”“You’re going to have more fun than you think.”Kagan rolled his eyes.
“That would almost have to be true.”She laughed. “You’ll enjoy this. Really. Dan is very smart. He
runs in different circles than you do, but his friends tend to be impressive. Trust me, conversation
won’t be limited to the weather and sports. Might even be what you’d call
scintillating.”“Scintillating?” said Kagan, raising his eyebrows. He had never used this word in his
life. He grinned. “Have you been reading my diary again?”Cynthia laughed as they exited the
car.The party was already in full swing, and there were many dozens of cars lined up on the
never-ending limestone pavers in addition to his own. Dan Vettori’s residence was at the end of a
long marble path that led from the parking area, and it loomed against landscape lighting in the
distance, looking like a museum.Cynthia checked the time on her phone. “We’d better get up
there,” she said. “I met Dan’s wife, Kelly, when I was here for a meeting last year, but I really want
to meet his kids. He couldn’t stop raving about them when I was part of his team.”Kagan was
confused. “Dan Vettori has adult children?” he said. “I thought he was still fairly young.”“He is. So
are they. Amber is seven and Eric is nine. But they’re both precocious. He told me he’s letting
them hang out at the party until ten, before he sends them off to bed. Most kids would probably
want to avoid an adult party, but apparently they pleaded for more time.”Kagan groaned. He only
wished he and Cynthia could be banished from the party at ten.They neared the residence,
which encompassed more than fifteen thousand square feet of living space. As they approached



the immense front doors, Kagan noted a concert-sized grand piano framed in the picture
window of the library, playing Billy Joel’s “Piano Man” in automated mode, the keys bouncing up
and down as though being played by an invisible maestro or talented ghost.Kagan smiled,
hoping that forcing his facial muscles into this posture would improve his attitude. He was doing
this for Cynthia, after all, and while he would have greatly preferred a quiet evening with her at
home, he vowed that he would have fun here—even if it killed him.As he looked into Cynthia’s
beautiful green eyes, he made a final decision on a matter he had been contemplating for
weeks. On the way home, he would promise to quit his job in just two years. He would promise to
work from home, dedicating his efforts to developing technology that could improve the human
condition. And he would promise to use some of his growing fortune to set up a charitable
foundation with her, following a trail blazed by Bill and Melinda Gates, among others.In short, he
would paint a picture of a future life together that made her as much of a priority as his work. He
would pave the way for a marriage proposal in the near future, one that she could actually
accept.He had already been counting the minutes until the party ended—before he had even
arrived—but now that he had finally reached a decision on this, he really couldn’t wait.They
entered the home and made their way to the grand room, which contained many throngs of
partygoers, most holding wineglasses or plates filled with bite-sized gourmet treats.Cynthia
surveyed the room, looking for miniature humans, but didn’t find any. “We don’t have much time,”
she said, a woman on a mission. She gestured toward the entrance to one of the other rooms.
“We need to find Eric and Amber before they get sent off to bed.” Kagan eyed the open bar in
the corner of the room. “Okay, but why don’t you begin the search while I get us a drink,” he
suggested. “I’ll catch up with you. White Russian? With a splash of Bailey’s?”Cynthia smiled.
“You know me too well, Ben. Thanks. But don’t take too long.”“Never,” said Kagan, pretending to
be dismayed at the very thought.He watched her walk away before making his way to the bar. He
placed his order with one of three bartenders, shoving a few extra cocktail napkins in his pants
pocket as he did so, since minor spills were not beyond the realm of possibility, and watched
while the drinks were being made.He was still facing the bartender a few minutes later, his back
to the room, when a series of high-pitched shrieks emanating from several rooms, including the
one behind him, almost shattered his eardrums. A chorus of screams unlike anything he had
ever heard.His heart began to pump wildly as he wheeled around in alarm.But before he had
even completed his turn, his ears were further assaulted by staccato bursts of machine gun fire,
coming from the library—bursts that must have been directed at the grand piano, as the music
stopped abruptly. This was followed by several additional screams, which also ended abruptly,
as the room he was in became eerily silent.Kagan completed his turn and saw three men near
the entrance to the room, dressed in black, including cotton scarves wrapped around their
heads and lower faces, exposing only their eyes. Each was extending an assault rifle toward the
partygoers, and each had dropped a green canvas duffel bag by his feet.Judging from the
location of the screams and the shots he had heard, Kagan realized that these three were just
the tip of the iceberg. Others must have magically appeared in other rooms throughout the



residence.Were they terrorists? he thought.Impossible.But as much as his mind struggled to
reject this interpretation, he knew in the pit of his roiling stomach that this must be the case. No
other explanation made sense.But if so, what were they waiting for? Why were Vettori and his
guests still alive?“Who are you?” demanded one of the male partygoers, breaking the silence.
“What do you want?”The terrorist in the middle of the three depressed the trigger twice, sending
two quick bursts of gunfire toward the man who had asked the questions. The man’s body
erupted into mini-geysers of blood and gore, and he crashed to the ground, the wineglass he
had been holding shattering on the hardwood floor.Several more shrieks reverberated around
the room but were cut off by the black-clad terrorist who had just fired his weapon. “No one says
another word!” he shouted, his English accented but very good. “For once in your pampered
lives you’re going to follow orders, not give them! Listen, not talk! Understand?”Some of the
guests nodded, others seemed frozen in ice, while one woman in the opposite corner of the
room vomited onto the floor.“We are with ISIS,” continued the terrorist calmly. “And we’re here to
show the world that our battle with you is far from over.”3Ben Kagan was surprised that an
unnatural calm had settled over him, and everything seemed to be happening at a slower rate
than normal, which he immediately realized wasn’t really the case.The world hadn’t slowed
down. His mind had sped up.He had no idea how he might react to something like this, but he
had every reason to believe he would find himself more on the cowardly side of the ledger than
the brave side. He was the opposite of an adrenaline junkie. Not only couldn’t he ever imagine
himself having the courage to strap a parachute to his back and jump out of a plane, he could
barely bring himself to jump from the high-dive at the local pool.He had always assumed that his
instinct for self-preservation would overwhelm his higher brain functions. That when death was
breathing down his neck, his emotions would rise up and leave him paralyzed, or quaking in fear.
But it seemed as though his emotions had fled the scene, instead, leaving him with an almost
superhuman focus.Not that it mattered. ISIS wouldn’t be taking prisoners. He should be dead
already, but he had no doubt this would be corrected very soon.He quickly considered his
options, and realized he had none. Cynthia was in one of the other rooms, and he had no
chance of getting to her.As he thought of the woman he loved, his feelings of panic surged,
threatening to breach the internal wall that held his fear and emotions at bay. But, somehow, he
managed to force them back into their prison, and his resolve and focus actually intensified
afterwards.Two other black-clad men entered the room, both wielding video cameras instead of
the machine guns that were strapped around their necks. The cameras swept around the room,
taking clean shots of every guest and every square inch of the residence.The man who had
spoken earlier, clearly the leader, removed a phone from his pocket and held it under his mouth.
“I’ll be sending men around to collect your cellphones,” he announced, and his booming voice
was somehow transmitted through the mansion’s speaker system and echoed loudly throughout
the residence.“Phones have become like gods to you,” continued the terrorist. “But give them up
anyway, or pay with your life.”One of the two newcomers continued filming, while the second
held open a large empty duffle bag and made his way to various groups of guests, urging them



on to rapidly deposit their phones in the bag, which began filling quickly. Kagan removed his own
phone and deposited it in the duffel when it came by, his mind continuing to race.“Your culture is
corrupt,” continued the terrorist leader. “Look at the decadence of this place. You could all
choose simple lives of piety, but instead, you turn your back on God and worship excess and
technology. But what has your technology brought you? Nothing but addiction and dependence.
Only fidelity to Allah can save mankind.”He shook his head in disgust. “Since you represent the
worst kind of infidel, we have chosen you to demonstrate our newfound commitment to bringing
the war to your shores. We will destroy the Great Satan in your own lair. You were chosen at
random from the endless examples of decadence in your country. And while you will be the first
to fall, none will be spared. Ultimately, you and all other infidels will be exterminated, and the true
followers of the word of Allah will finally heal the world.”With that the terrorist leader and three of
his thugs began to spray the crowd with short, controlled bursts of machine gun fire, calmly
marching forward like soulless machines from a Terminator movie, spraying anything that
moved, while the fourth terrorist in the room continued filming.It was absolute carnage. Horrific
beyond imagination. Dozens of guests went down in seconds, torn to shreds, the floor becoming
slick with blood. Shrieks of fear and agony punctuated the staccato bursts, and the room fell into
instant pandemonium. Many of the guests were stunned, paralyzed, while others tried to rush
the terrorists, or run, with both strategies being equally ineffective.Kagan was at the far end of
the room, and he crouched down low, heading for the nearby kitchen, which would be shielded
by steel appliances and islands made of quartz and granite. All the exits from the room were
blocked, and it was the only destination that offered any protection, scant though it was.He
scurried across the floor, while the men and women on either side of him literally exploded as he
passed, spraying him with blood. There had been dozens of living souls in the room just
moments before, and now Kagan was one of only a small handful still alive, the bullets hitting
everyone around him but somehow leaving him unscathed. His luck was uncanny, one in a
thousand, but he was under no illusion that it would hold.And Cynthia was almost certainly dead,
wherever she was.One of the terrorists now rushed up a set of stairs, and Kagan had no doubt
they would be very thorough, searching every room, closet, pantry, and desk—anywhere it was
possible to hide.Kagan dived behind a quartz kitchen island. Just as he did so, one of the
partygoers in the room behind him, who had been carrying a concealed gun, managed to get off
a shot, hitting the nearest terrorist in the thigh, but two other ISIS barbarians hit this shooter with
such prolonged and concentrated bursts that his body was nearly vaporized.Kagan ignited the
stove, set a roll of paper towels on top, and then tore through several cabinets, looking for sprays
that would make good fire accelerants. It was his only chance.He’d have to grow the fire very big,
very quickly, as the sprinkler system would make short work of it otherwise. Even if it were
extinguished, rain from the ceiling would make the floor slippery. And if he could burn materials
that gave off a thick smoke, he could impair the terrorists’ line of sight and sow confusion.From
out of nowhere, a small girl appeared at the entrance to the kitchen, sobbing and shaking
uncontrollably, her eyes seeming to be larger than her body. Upon seeing her, Kagan felt sick to



his stomach for the first time, and the room seemed to spin around him.The girl had to be Dan
Vettori’s daughter, the seven-year-old named Amber.Seeing the extent of her suffering finally
caused his emotional dam to burst. She was a tiny, helpless little girl forced to witness a gory
massacre, experiencing enough pain and fear and suffering to break ten adults. The presence of
this innocent child was beyond horrific, beyond heart-wrenching. Kagan had no idea where she
had come from, but his plans changed in an instant.He was fighting death the best he could, but
he knew he’d never be able to save himself, or Cynthia. But maybe he could save this little girl.
She was small enough to fit into places that the terrorists would consider too small to search.He
rushed over to sweep her off the floor and help her to hide, when a terrorist rounded the corner
and spotted them both. He ignored Kagan, and immediately pointed his weapon at little Amber
with clear intent to fire.“Nooooo!” screamed Kagan in horror and disbelief, diving on her without
hesitation and taking one of the three rounds that had burst forth from the terrorist’s rifle toward
this tiny, helpless target—one that would have hit her otherwise—with the two other rounds
missing their mark by inches.Kagan’s head slammed into the hard kitchen floor while the rest of
his body covered the girl, dousing her with blood and crushing her under his weight. He felt his
consciousness rapidly slipping away, but fought with his last shred of will to cling to life for just a
moment longer. “Close your eyes and play dead!” he whispered into Amber’s ear, hoping for a
miracle, hoping the terrorist would assume he had hit them both and move on to other targets.
“When he leaves, hide in a tiny cabinet.”But Ben Kagan was not destined to learn if this plan
would work, or even if Amber had heard him, as the relentless ocean of darkness he had held at
bay could no longer be denied.4It was three in the morning, but Jesse Carter, Secretary of
Homeland Security, was as wide awake as he had ever been.“Did you review the footage I sent
you?” asked Special Agent Karen Firth Morris. Carter’s phone displayed her holographic image
five feet away, and her expression was every bit as grim as her tone.Carter looked ill. “I did,” he
replied. “And just when you thought they couldn’t get any more barbaric. Please tell me we were
able to get this expunged from the Web, Agent Morris.”“We were too late,” she replied miserably,
“It’s already metastasized. It’s destined to go viral in a big way.”“Goddammit!” snapped Carter.
“Do you have any idea the shit-storm this is going to create? The panic?”“I have every idea,” said
Morris. “Which is why ISIS filmed it in the first place.”Carter’s hands balled into fists. He needed
to calm himself or his rage would consume him. “So you’re on site now?”“Yes. For about thirty
minutes.”“How many dead?”“One hundred forty-eight as far as we can tell, based on those
known to be going to the party, those seen in the ISIS footage, cars in the lot, and so on.”“Were
there any survivors?”“Just one. A little girl. The daughter of Dan and Kelly Vettori, the owners of
the home. She was hiding in a tiny cabinet in the kitchen. She’s still much too traumatized to tell
us anything. We’ll get her story as soon as possible, but I’m guessing it may take a while. She
hasn’t said a word. We’ve sent for a child trauma expert.”“Sounds like she hid when the carnage
began and waited it out,” said Carter.“Not that simple. She had a lot of blood soaked into her
clothing. So she was in the open at some point during the attack.”Carter nodded. He knew ISIS
hadn’t spared her out of mercy because she was a child. In fact, she’d have been a favored



target for just this reason. Sick, twisted bastards! The video of the massacre they had posted
made a special point of dwelling on the bullet-riddled body of her nine-year-old brother, wanting
to emphasize their utter, unflinching savagery.“Any dead terrorists?” he asked.“None,” replied the
Special Agent. “It wasn’t a typical suicide mission. The fact that they killed so many and escaped
so easily suggests a change in tactics. Everything they did here was designed to send a clear
message.”“No shit!” snapped Carter. “Message received.”He wanted to scream and keep on
screaming. ISIS had outdone itself this time. As if gunning down more than a hundred people like
fish in a barrel wasn’t grisly enough, they had run them all through a woodchipper.At first he had
questioned this move. Wouldn’t it evoke more terror, a more visceral reaction, for those on the
scene to encounter a graveyard’s worth of gory bodies, see the frozen looks of horror on so
many faces?But the footage had answered this question. By filming most of the downed bodies,
some not even recognizably human, and posting the footage online, they could have their cake
and eat it too. Without the footage, the first responders would be sickened, but no one else
would ever see the aftermath of what ISIS had wrought.With the footage, the world would not
only see the looks of horror on dead faces, but also a bonus, something sickening beyond
imagination, something no one should ever see. Apparently, beheading this many people was
too much work, so ISIS had found a way to expedite the process. Everything else had become
automated, so why not barbarism and savagery?The woodchippers they had used were
commercial-grade. Given that these machines could swallow thick tree trunks and turn them into
sawdust in seconds, the effect they had on mostly soft human beings was unspeakable.The
footage showed body after body being fed on a short conveyor into the machines, turned from
solid matter into a red, pulpy spray, accompanied by a ghastly grinding sound, guaranteed to be
the stuff of nightmares for some time to come. Thankfully, the director of this soon-to-be-viral
video had stopping filming after twenty victims, although the pulping had continued until every
last victim had been liquefied.This carnage was accompanied by a narration, in excellent
English, describing the sins of the infidels and the Great Satan, and the great wrath that would
soon befall them. It also contained the standard “rivers of blood” rhetoric, although this rhetoric
had considerable impact when accompanying a video that showed the actual creation of such a
river.Carter knew that no news outlet would show the footage, even with most of it blurred out.
This was video that couldn’t be properly sanitized, even for cable viewing. But tens of millions of
Americans would view it on the Web, and the entire nation and beyond would hear and read
about the details.They had found additional footage on site, which hadn’t been posted online,
showing every last guest at the party before the carnage had begun.“Anything special about the
victims?” asked Carter. “Why this night? Why this location?”“Nothing stands out so far,” said
Morris. “The terrorists left a bag full of guests’ cellphones in each room. We’ll go through these
carefully, but I doubt we’ll find anything to suggest why they chose this particular party. Seems to
be a target of opportunity. The party was at an isolated location, and was scheduled three weeks
ago, giving them plenty of time to map out their assault. And some of the wealthiest, highest-
powered people in the country were in attendance.”“Yeah,” mused Carter, “talk about being in the



wrong place, at the wrong time.” He paused. “Any leads on the terrorists?”“We’re almost certain
that the voice on the video is that of Anwar Sadiq.”Carter cursed. Sadiq was considered to be the
best that ISIS had. Syrian born, but a graduate of Oxford University in England, he was a man as
brilliant as he was ruthless. “How did we not know he was in The States?” demanded the
Secretary of Homeland Security.“They must have pulled out all the stops for this one. By far the
most sophisticated attack they’ve ever done. Still not clear why they spent so much effort on a
random target, rather than something bigger, more symbolic. Something that would better help
them attract recruits.”Carter shook his head in disagreement. “Are you kidding? A video showing
the massacre of rich, pampered elites—not to mention the woodchipper piece—will be a huge
recruiting draw. No matter who the victims, or what the symbolism.”Morris shook her head in
disgust. “I’m going to find these bastards!” she hissed through clenched teeth.“I know you are,”
said Carter. “But do it quickly. We need to use these savages to locate and exterminate the rest
of ISIS, once and for all. Let’s make sure this attack blows up in their goddammed faces!” he
finished.“Roger that,” said Special Agent Karen Firth Morris, and for the first time there was a hint
of enthusiasm in her tone.5Ben Kagan awoke abruptly. But try as he might, his eyelids were too
heavy to open.He felt as if he was floating through space. Comfortable. Serene.Alive!His
memories came rushing back. He was still alive. How could that be?And how was he entirely
pain free? Better than pain free. He was feeling as relaxed as he had ever felt. Almost
euphoric.Perhaps he was still on the floor of Vettori’s mansion. Perhaps the ISIS terrorists had
miraculously left him for dead. He had now regained his faculties, but perhaps he was too injured
to move, nestled in the nether region between sleep and full wakefulness as his body struggled
to heal itself.If he could have moved, he would have shaken his head. Too unlikely.The luck this
would require was too great. Blind luck did happen. Someone had to win the lottery. But he
wasn’t comfortable with theories that relied on something so utterly improbable, so he needed to
explore other possibilities before he’d believe this as the answer.Dan Vettori was the CEO of a
VR company. So had the terrorist attack been nothing more than a virtual reality stunt?Kagan
dismissed this possibility before it was even fully formed in his mind. Impossible. VR wasn’t
nearly advanced enough to achieve this level of reality, and none of the guests had put on
headsets or glasses.Besides, this would be the dumbest, cruelest, most despicable publicity
stunt in history. Vettori would be sued and worse. If you wanted to spring a surprise
demonstration of VR, you whisked your guests off to a fantasy city in the clouds, or put them
near a waterfall with lots of butterflies.You didn’t throw them into the center of a massacre.Kagan
was about to search for other explanations when he heard the sound of footsteps, the first sign
that he was more than just a disembodied soul. Multiple footsteps.“What is his status?” he heard
spoken nearby.The accent and voice were unmistakable. It was the terrorist who had led the
attack.Kagan couldn’t move, but a chill flashed up his spine. If he were in the afterlife, then the
presence of this voice certainly made it clear that he had missed heaven by a wide berth.“I don’t
have a full lab,” said a deep, unaccented male voice, clearly American, “but the results I get with
the portable blood analyzer are very promising. The blood infusion went very well. Red and



white blood cell counts are good. Platelet count is good. No sign of sepsis. Lactic acid levels are
good. C-reactive protein levels indicate no inflammation beyond what would be expected. I’m
confident that he’s out of the woods and will make a quick recovery from here.”“When will he
awaken?” asked the terror leader.“The monitors show that he’s awake now, and conscious. He
can hear every word we’re saying. But the anesthesia and paralytic agents I gave him haven’t
fully worn off, so he can’t move. I can inject a reversal agent into his IV that will counteract these
drugs if you’d like.”“Yes, please do.”There was a long pause. “He’ll be able to move in a minute or
two,” said the American finally, no doubt having injected the reversal agent.“Thank you, Doctor,”
said the terrorist. He went on to ask a man standing next to him to escort the doctor from the
room, so he could have a private conversation with their captive.“Before I go,” said the doctor, “I
think we can remove his IV, and the straps holding his legs to the bed. His ankles are still
tethered to it, so he can’t go anywhere, but at least he’ll be able to sit or stand if he wants.”“Go
ahead,” said the terrorist. “Just be sure to take the IV needle and apparatus with you.”While the
doctor completed these tasks, Kagan tried to move a finger. Nothing.Less than a minute later,
however, he tried again and was gratified to find that he now had control of his body once more.
The reversal agent had worked as quickly as the doctor had indicated.Ben Kagan took a deep
mental breath. As much as he wanted to continue to play dead forever, eventually he had to face
this new, harsh reality, and learn about the situation he was in. Part of him concluded that
whatever he would face was better than being dead.Part of him wasn’t at all sure that this would
be the case.He opened his eyes slowly to find himself on a bed, as expected, in the master suite
of a private home, which had been transformed into a temporary hospital room. His legs were
attached to the bed with a zip-tie chain, as the doctor had indicated, and his wrists were cuffed,
with a six-inch length of chain, sheathed in plastic, to give him play between his wrists.He still
wore the black cotton slacks he had worn to the party, but his attire above the waist had been
replaced by a gray sweatshirt—one that didn’t possess a bullet hole and wasn’t drenched in his
blood.A lone man was with him, hovering overhead. The man looked to be of Middle Eastern
ancestry, but was clean-shaven, no doubt to avoid looking like a terrorist so he could better
blend in. “Who are you?” said Kagan, his voice still soft and raspy.“Anwar Sadiq.”“You’re a
butcher,” whispered Kagan, hatred oozing from his every pore. “You killed them all.”“Well, not all,
or you wouldn’t be here.”This gave Kagan pause. “Did you spare any others?”“Yes,” replied the
terrorist. “One other.”“So, what, you just chose two of us at random? Why? To torture?”Sadiq
shook his head. “What makes you think you were chosen at random?” he said. “On the contrary,
Mr. Kagan.” A slow, cruel smile spread over the terrorist’s face. “The truth is, you were the entire
point of the attack. Everyone else at the party died to cover your abduction.”Kagan’s eyes
widened in horror, but he also wore another expression. One of comprehension.Sadiq nodded in
satisfaction. “And I see from your reaction that you know exactly why this is,” he finished.6Bile
rose in Kagan’s throat. Sadiq was right. He did now realize what this was all about.But as
horrified as he was, he allowed himself a glimmer of hope. Sadiq had said that one other had
survived the attack. He had a feeling that this had to be Cynthia Shearer, to use as leverage



against him.Either way, whether the love of his life was a bullet-riddled corpse or was being kept
as leverage, he forced himself to shunt her from his mind, to prevent his emotions from turning
him into a quivering, exposed nerve-ending. “Where am I?” said Kagan.“Not too far from where
you were,” replied Sadiq, obviously pleased with himself. “In a rental, um . . . estate. Hidden in
plain sight. The last place anyone would expect.”Kagan knew that the occasional Poway estate
was available for rental, for the right money, sometimes ten to twenty thousand a month. One of
these would offer great privacy and seclusion. And Sadiq was right—authorities would expect
the terrorists to put as much distance between themselves and Poway as possible, not to
brazenly stay in the neighborhood, so close to the scene of their crimes against
humanity.Kagan’s eyes narrowed. “If I really was the goal,” he said, “then why shoot me? Seems
to me I’m lucky to be alive.”Sadiq snarled angrily. “The man who shot you was an idiot! We
studied enough holographic images of you in preparation for this mission to recognize you in an
instant. From any angle. My men were instructed not to shoot near you if there was any chance
you could be hit. The man who shot you said you dived into his line of fire. Even so, this mistake
was inexcusable. He paid for it with his life.”Sadiq’s ire was still readily apparent. “We had to
kidnap a doctor from a local hospital and steal some equipment to get you back to health.
Complicated the mission. We’ve lost two days because of it.”Kagan stifled a gasp. He had been
unconscious for two days? He wanted to ponder this further, but didn’t have that luxury. “Does
the doctor know you’re with ISIS?” he asked.“Of course not. I hid most of my men from him, and
we grabbed him before the news of our attack on the mansion was made public. We made up
quite a tale to explain things. In our version, we’re the undercover agents, and you’re the enemy
of America. We apologized profusely for the need to press him into service, and we’ve treated
him well. We’ll release him shortly now that he’s patched you up.”Kagan didn’t believe this for an
instant. He wouldn’t have, even if he hadn’t been witness to Sadiq’s barbarism and utter lack of
mercy. The fact that Sadiq had let the doctor see his face, and Kagan’s—not to mention know
the approximate location of their hideout—had sealed the doctor’s fate. He would soon be
exterminated, without remorse, since he was no longer needed.Now that Kagan knew exactly
what was happening, and why, everything made perfect sense. Chilling, horrifying, perfect
sense. “I still don’t understand,” he said, feigning confusion. “Why am I so important to
you?”Sadiq simply smiled and shook his head. “Of course you know why, Mr. Kagan,” he said.
“But I understand why you might pretend you don’t. Why offer up any information, just in case
I’m, as you Americans say, barking up the wrong tree. So I’ll spell it out for you, so you’ll know
there’s no reason to continue to play dumb.”Kagan blinked stupidly.“You’re one of the top
scientists at Weiser Technologies. That much is public record. Six months ago, you were working
on a project involving Hydro’s fleet of fully autonomous vehicles. I now know quite a lot about
these AVs. Yours and everyone else’s rely on a constant stream of inputs delivered wirelessly to
the AI controlling the vehicle. These include inputs from sensors built into the car, sensors built
into the roads, and communications between vehicles. And also inputs such as weather, road
conditions, and traffic reports.” Sadiq raised his eyebrows. “How am I doing so far?”“So you know



a little about AVs. Is that supposed to impress me?”Sadiq continued as if Kagan hadn’t spoken.
“Six months ago, you were assigned to dramatically improve this system. Devise superior
algorithms that would allow Hydro AIs to access this data more efficiently, and make more
intelligent use of it. If everyone has access to the same data, the company who can do the most
with this data emerges on top.”Kagan frowned and shook his head. “All of this is in the public
domain. Norman Weiser discussed this initiative at the last annual shareholder meeting,
including the fact that I’d be in charge.”“What he didn’t mention was that a few months after the
shareholder meeting, while working on this project, you became convinced there was a flaw in
the system. Convinced that, in theory, a way could be found to burrow through the security wall
that the auto industry and your government are so convinced is impenetrable. A way to bypass
the safeguards mandated by your federal government.“You sounded the alarm,” continued
Sadiq, “but no one took you seriously, since the accepted dogma is that AVs are absolutely hack-
proof. So you convinced Weiser to let you set up a task force to find the hack. To prove it existed.
And then to fix it so it could never be used. You know,” he added menacingly, “by people like
me.”Thrilling hatred coursed through Kagan’s bloodstream, and while not a man of violence, all
he wanted to do was drive an ice pick through the terrorist’s heart. Instead, he forced his face to
stay relaxed and shook his head. “I have no idea where you got your information,” he said calmly,
“but it’s only half right. I did try to find a hack. But I failed. I proved that all of the experts were
right, and I was wrong. The system really is foolproof.”Sadiq stared at his prisoner for several
long seconds, appraising him carefully. “You are not what I expected,” he said. “I thought you’d be
a sniveling coward. Book smart but not street smart. Instead, you are remarkably calm, and
seem to think well on your feet.”Kagan nodded. No one was more surprised by this than he
was.“I’ll have to be even more careful with you than I thought,” continued the terrorist leader. “But
it really is time to stop this act. I know that you’re close to finding the hack.” His eyes gleamed
with a sudden fierce intensity. “So be happy,” he growled, “because I’m here to help you achieve
your goal.”Kagan cursed inwardly. He had been a fool. He had sounded the alarm about AVs,
and had established a task force to prevent terrorists from carrying out an unimaginably
devastating attack on America. But instead of stopping such an attack, he had sent the terrorists
an engraved invitation to carry it out.Fully Autonomous Vehicles had been on the road for almost
four years now, vehicles that not only could drive themselves, but couldn’t be driven otherwise,
as they had no steering wheels, brake pedal, or gas pedal.Ever since they had been perfected, a
growing percentage of the seventeen million vehicles sold in America each year were driverless.
And in ten or twenty years, when the last of the manual cars were sold for scrap, the ascendancy
of AVs would be complete.The best minds in the world had grappled with the many ways this
would transform society. Most believed the rise of AVs would bring about a transportation
paradise, a gift to civilization, allowing mobility for all, including the blind, handicapped,
underage, and elderly—providing everyone with their own personal, 24/7 chauffeurs.Travel
would become less expensive, and far safer, with many thousands of lives saved each year.
Traffic jams would become a footnote in the history books, and car travel would become a



productive time for watching movies, reading, or catching up on work, rather than an exercise in
concentration and keeping eyes forever glued to the road.Fewer cars would be needed, and far
fewer parking spaces, as all cars in America would communicate and interact cooperatively, in a
grand and complex ballet, like an ant colony with hundreds of millions of members.But others
saw the rise of AVs as more alarming. Millions of Americans who made a living from driving
would lose their jobs, including truck and bus drivers, delivery drivers, taxis, and Lyft and Uber
drivers, among others.As crashes became a thing of the past, the ranks of the half million people
in the auto body repair business would become decimated. Auto insurance companies would go
out of business. The real estate market would shift dramatically, as longer commutes became
ever more tolerable.At first Kagan was more alarmed than anyone about these developments,
especially widespread unemployment, but further thought and study allayed these concerns.
Automation had been predicted to have a devastating effect on human employment many times
throughout history, yet this had never materialized.In 1811, an organized group of weavers and
textile workers, calling themselves Luddites, destroyed weaving machinery to protest what they
believed to be job-killing automation. Because of this movement, the term Luddite had come to
refer to anyone who was resistant to new technology and technological changes.But the job
losses the Luddites of England feared never came to pass. Because of greatly increased
efficiencies and cheaper goods, by the end of the nineteenth century, there were four times as
many factory weavers employed than there had been during this movement.In 1830, America’s
farmers comprised seventy-one percent of the workforce. Yet, in modern times, this number had
plummeted to less than two percent. Improved automation of farms had impacted a greater
percentage of the workforce than autonomous vehicles ever could. Even so, society had readily
absorbed the loss of these farming jobs, which had morphed into opportunities in other
sectors.Additional examples abounded.But one risk that the rise of AVs brought about couldn’t
possibly be overstated—the risk that these self-driving cars and trucks could be hacked.
Terrorists had long been using individual, human-controlled cars and trucks as the equivalent of
ground-delivered missiles, ramming many thousands of pounds of steel into large crowds with
devastating results, causing mass casualties and untold terror. And this was the result of using a
single vehicle in this way.But there were now more than twelve million driverless cars on
American roads. Twelve million!The potential for disaster was nearly unfathomable.Yet experts
insisted the cars, and system, were safe. They made assurances that the communication system
AVs all used couldn’t be hacked, that there was no way a hacker could take control of a single
vehicle, let alone all of them.Even if the unthinkable happened, and someone managed to take
remote control of America’s AV fleet, the hacker would still need to override the vehicles’ safety
features to purposely crash into buildings, or plow into crowds of pedestrians. Disabling these
safety features was considered to be even more impossible than hacking into the system in the
first place.But Kagan knew otherwise. And now, so did Anwar Sadiq and ISIS.If Sadiq got
control, he could take over every AV now in use and insert an algorithm that instructed their AIs
to seek out nearby populations centers and ram as many people as possible, focusing on



crowded malls, outdoor gatherings, and other collections of helpless pedestrians. And unlike the
previous use of cars as terror weapons, where the death of the driver would finally end the
carnage, the vehicles would continue to seek out new targets until their very engines were
incapacitated.“Good thing Vettori had his party when he did,” continued Sadiq. “It was the perfect
cover for us, at the perfect time. If we had waited much longer, you’d have found what you were
after, and plugged any holes.” He shot Kagan a cruel smile. “But don’t worry, I’ll make sure you
have all the tools you need to finish the job.”Kagan raged within, but continued to maintain an
outward calm. “You’ve been misled,” he said wearily, a teacher trying to be patient with an errant
student. “I’m not close to anything. How many times do I need to tell you? I tried to do what you
suggest, but failed. I was wrong. You may wish this wasn’t true, but it is.”Kagan shook his head.
“And even if, for the sake of argument, you are right,” he continued, “which you aren’t, by now the
authorities have gone over the remains of the innocents you butchered. By now they know I was
the only one at the party whose body is unaccounted for. If this mythical program of mine did
exist, they would quickly guess why you want me and take precautions. Alert authorities. Add
additional firewalls to the AV fleet that I don’t know about. Even if a hack was possible yesterday,
it isn’t today. Not when they know you’re coming.”Sadiq shook his head in disdain. “Do you think
you’re the only one clever enough to see that?” he said. “Do you think we’re stupid? We knew
that it wasn’t enough to kidnap you. We had to do it in such a way that no one would ever
suspect you were the target, or even still alive. So, first, we made sure your authorities knew you
were there, by taking footage of all guests, and leaving it behind. We also left all cell phones,
including yours, for them to find.”He leaned in menacingly and raised his eyebrows. “Then we put
all the bodies through industrial-grade woodchippers. To be certain there were no remains of
anyone to identify.”Kagan looked as though he had been punched in the gut.“That’s right, Mr.
Kagan,” said the terrorist, relishing this reaction, “no one will have any idea that you’re still alive,
and not part of the bloody mess we left behind. America’s AV fleet will not be on guard. No one
will be looking for you. And without your skills, your project team back at Hydro has no chance of
success.”Sadiq took a few moments to bask in the look of horror on his prisoner’s face. “What’s
wrong, Mr. Kagan?” he taunted. “You don’t look so good. You can claim you aren’t working on
this as much as you like, but your expression says otherwise. Not that it matters to me if you
persist in denying the truth. I will get what I want.” He smiled icily. “Do you want to know
how?”Kagan’s lip curled up in utter contempt and hatred. “You can torture me to death,” he
hissed. “Do whatever you want. But you have to know I’ll never help you.”“So predictable,” said
Sadiq dismissively. “Again, did you think we didn’t know this is how you’d respond? Did you think
we’d just rely on simple coercion?”He leaned in closer to his captive. “There are two ways we
can play this,” he continued. “First, you can help us voluntarily. Why would you do this? Because
much more than your life is on the line. Your girlfriend is in the next room. Refuse to help and we
blind her in front of you. Then we see how many tiny cuts she can survive. You get to watch her
suffering, hear her pleas, hear her shrieks, the entire time.”Kagan exploded, roaring out his
hatred and pain and helplessness, the emotions he had suppressed bursting through the



surface like an eruption of pressurized magma. Sadiq waited patiently for his prisoner’s
screaming and cursing to subside, looking pleased that he had finally hit such a sensitive
nerve.When Kagan had screamed and cursed himself out, the terrorist manipulated a phone,
and a series of holographic images appeared in the room beside him, revolving rapidly. Images
of Kagan’s extended family. His two sisters, his brother, and their seven children. His parents. His
aunts and uncles and cousins. His friends. They were all there. Their images captured while they
were going about their daily lives, none the wiser—proof that Sadiq or someone he controlled
was within striking distance of them at the time, and could be again.“If you refuse to cooperate
after your girlfriend has been sliced into hamburger, then you’ll lose friends and family, one by
one. Starting with little two-year-old Heather.”A tear came to Kagan’s eye as he considered the
picture that Sadiq had so vividly painted. Still, he had no choice. He gathered himself and shook
his head. “Do what you have to do,” he whispered wearily. “I won’t help you.”He was ashamed to
admit it, but if a thousand strangers had to be sacrificed to save Cynthia, save his family, he
might have considered it. Maybe even five thousand. But Sadiq had made the math too lopsided.
If Kagan did what this monster wanted, millions could die.He wouldn’t let that happen, no matter
what tortures he had to endure, and even at the cost of the slaughter of everyone he had ever
loved.Sadiq simply smiled. “I predicted you wouldn’t cooperate. Not yet. I still think you’d change
your mind once the torture and killing began, but let’s table that for a moment. Have you ever
heard of a drug that English speakers are calling EasyZom?”Kagan managed to shake his head
no.Sadiq placed a small tablet computer in one of Kagan’s hands. “Go ahead and Google it,” he
said. “I’ll wait.”Kagan did as requested, the cuffs providing just enough room between his hands
for him to manipulate the device normally. Just when he thought nothing could horrify him more
than what he was already facing, he soon learned otherwise.The Zom in EasyZom stood for
Zombie. The drug had been developed only the year before, in Iran, and was a variation of the
drug Scopolamine. Injections would cause a subject to lose free will entirely, make him or her
wide open to manipulation, to following orders without question. While drugged, a man would
give up passwords, rob his own home, kill his own family, or do whatever else was commanded,
a human turned into a puppet.Thankfully, the drug was quite difficult to manufacture, and
producing even the smallest amount was costly and time-consuming.After a few minutes, Sadiq
retrieved the small computer from his bound prisoner. “Let me give you additional inducement,”
he said. “Help me of your own free will, and I will treat you well. I swear to Allah to release you
unharmed when you’re done. Cynthia also. And no harm will come to any member of your
family.”He shook his head grimly. “Refuse to help me, on the other hand, and I’ll shoot you up
with EasyZom each day until you’ve achieved success. You’ll become absolutely pliable, putting
your heart and soul into helping me. But before this happens, I’ll torture and kill Cynthia in front of
you. I won’t kill your family until you’ve succeeded, in case the authorities connect the dots as to
why everyone you care about is being killed. But I promise you, they will all die, horribly, when
we’re finished. Either way, I will get what I want.”“Then why not just use the drug in the first
place?” said Kagan. “Why do you need my willing cooperation?”Sadiq paused, as though



considering if he should answer. Finally he shrugged, as if it didn’t matter. “I didn’t give you much
time to research the drug,” he said, “but I can tell you, it’s hard to make and expensive. We’ve
already made enough to get us through this operation, but I’d prefer to save it and use it
elsewhere. Also, the drug dulls the intellect—just a tiny amount. It’s almost imperceptible. And
you have more than enough talent to find what I’m looking for, even at ninety-eight-percent
capacity. But why not have you at your undrugged best? Why not get to my answer as soon as
possible?”He shrugged. “So it’s your choice. Cooperate and give me what I want. Or don’t
cooperate and do the same.”There was silence for several long moments. “Okay,” whispered
Kagan in surrender, his tone one of utter defeat. “You win. Since you’ll get what you want either
way, I’ll help you. But neither Cynthia nor my family get as much as a single bruise.”“May Allah
strike me down if I’m lying,” said the terrorist. A knowing smile began to spread over his face.
“And speaking of lying,” he added, “you agreed too readily. You do realize I don’t intend to just
take your word that you’ll be cooperating. I plan to give you periodic doses of EasyZom along the
way, just to be sure you’re working in good faith. If it can turn you into a puppet, it can induce you
to tell the truth—the perfect lie detector test. So if you were just agreeing to cooperate to stall for
time, or to try to escape, it won’t work. Or if you think you can sabotage the process, seal the AV
breach as soon as you find it—think again.”Kagan’s eyes blazed with hatred once again. Sadiq
had seen through his ruse all too easily.“And you can’t get out of this by killing yourself, either.
We’ll be on constant suicide watch. Why do you think you’re restrained the way you are? All
sharp objects have been removed from this room. No string or chain or tape that you could use
to hang yourself. Your handcuff chain is sheathed in smooth plastic and too short to strangle
yourself with. Killing oneself is not as easy as you might think. Try to hold your breath or choke
yourself and you pass out long before you die.”Kagan nodded wearily. “You’re right,” he said.
“When I agreed to cooperate, I was bluffing. Stalling for time. Now that it’s clear you’ve seen
through me, let me consider your proposal for real. Give me an hour to think about it.”“You have
fifteen minutes,” said Sadiq firmly.7Ben Kagan pulled at his restraints the moment Sadiq left the
room, but it was hopeless, as expected. He took careful inventory of his surroundings, but true to
Sadiq’s word, there was nothing within reach, or even in sight, that he could use as a weapon, or
an instrument of his own demise.If he could have killed himself, he would have done so. He was
in the ultimate cage. No biblical description of hell could do his predicament justice. Death would
be a blessing, his only escape.Still, his mind continued to be unnaturally calm, especially under
the circumstances.He checked his pants pockets, his fingers just long enough to explore them
thoroughly, despite the handcuffs. Along with his wallet, they had taken his keys. Probably
concerned that one of them might be sharp enough to open a vein. They had left him only a stray
twenty-dollar bill in his left pocket, and two small cocktail napkins in his right. The napkins were a
painful reminder of the moment the attack had begun and his life had turned into a living
nightmare.His belt had been removed, as had his shoes and socks. He guessed his socks had
been taken so he wouldn’t try to shove them down his throat to suffocate himself.His mind
continued a calm but rapid assessment of his predicament. There had to be a way out, he told



himself. He couldn’t allow himself to believe otherwise, or all hope would be lost.He considered
what he had to work with once again, but it was perhaps the shortest list ever.He gasped! A hint
of an idea had entered his mind.His eyes widened as he explored this idea further, and
electricity rushed up his spine as he realized it just might work.Perhaps he had everything he
needed, after all. He ran the plan through his mind again and again, making minor variations
and refinements each time. It was an act of desperation, and the odds of success were
impossible to know.Still, if they were above zero, it was worth trying, no matter what the cost.He
brought himself to a seated position at the edge of the bed, and made preparations to carry out
his plan. After one final check to be sure Sadiq wasn’t returning, he drew in several deep breaths
to psych himself up, and then shoved his index finger into his right nostril, pounding and clawing
at it for all he was worth. He ignored the pain until he was rewarded with a nostril-full of blood,
which immediately began dripping onto the bed like a leaky faucet.When he was a boy, he had
suffered from nosebleeds on more than one occasion, and had cursed the thin, fragile veins that
caused him such embarrassment. But not today. Today, this array of thin, dense blood vessels
were just what he needed.Less than two minutes later he rose to his full height at the side of the
bed, his restraints not allowing him to stand more than a foot from its base. He used his left hand
to smear blood all over his face, making his situation look dire, rather than the result of a
harmless nosebleed.“Sadiq!” he screamed in alarm. “Bring the doctor! I need help!”He ratcheted
his volume up even further and repeated these words.Moments later the terrorist leader burst
through the door, the doctor in tow.“Thank God!” said Kagan. “My eyes and nose are bleeding!”
he added in a panic as the doctor neared to examine him.When the man was practically on top
of him, Kagan reached out with cuffed hands, seized him by the shirt, and yanked him down
onto the bed, all in the blink of an eye. The moment the doctor was down, Kagan dived on top of
him and began pummeling him the best he could in his bound state. His hands flew over the
doctor’s body, ending up near the man’s waist, where he pounded at his sensitive groin area,
screaming and cursing all the while.Kagan had turned into a berserker, his hands a frenzy of
motion. “You stupid bastard!” he thundered, all but frothing at the mouth. “You should have let me
die! Do you know what you’ve done?”Sadiq was initially stunned by Kagan’s behavior, but this
quickly grew into alarm. Kagan’s face was covered in blood, and it appeared that he was trying
to kill himself through blood-loss and overexertion, or was attempting to provoke the doctor into
killing him.The terrorist shouted for two of his men, who rushed into the room moments later. He
issued quick orders, and the three of them began to pull their crazed prisoner off of the doctor.
As they were doing so, Kagan jerked his body around to face them, and he reached for Sadiq’s
gun, still in its holster, all in one smooth motion.Just as Kagan’s fingers touched the gun, Sadiq
batted his hand away, and quickly got a firm grip on the bound wrists of the prisoner, ending his
pathetic attempt to turn the tables.
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Paul K. Wein, “Seeker by Douglas Richards is his best book yet!. I have read all of his books and
admit that although I have enjoyed all of them some of his later ones were a little too predictable
and not as good as the earlier ones. This book however is a game changer: it is in my opinion his
best and confirms my belief that he is a hybrid of Michael Crichton and Isaac Asimov. Much of
the book takes place in the Amazon Rain Forest and will remind us of Jurassic Park. The science
fiction story however is reminiscent of Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy. This book has the
makings to be the start of another great classic trilogy. What makes this author unique is his
ability to make the reader reflect on religion, philosophy, moral issues and innumerable other
topics too many to list.I only hope that he considers a sequel; I have become very fond of the
lead characters and would love to see a follow-up I just called my youngest son who is leaving
on a trip with his girlfriend and told him to download this book on his Kindle - this is one of the
best books I have ever read and I don't say this lightly.Finally, I will be surprised if this book does
not give Douglas Richards the fame and notoriety that he richly deserves - No I am not related
and have no involvement with the author or publisher. If you want a great summer read - this is
the book for you”

Martin Fricke, “A Shocking, Frightening and Fun Read. This book of Douglas E. Richards joins
his previous ten best sellers as a top-notch, highly engrossing work displaying Richards’
absolute brilliance. It is a little farther out than his previous “near-future” books, but highly
enjoyable just the same.A small programmed spacecraft “Seeker” with highly advanced artificial
intelligence comes from the Andromeda galaxy, defying known laws of physics, and lands in the
Amazon rainforest. This event alone has people thinking** it will “shake philosophy, cosmology,
and religion to their cores, at minimum.”Seeker announces to the world that It has been sent by
biological beings in Andromeda before their extinction by computers which have achieved
Artificial Superintelligence, ASI, dominating and exterminatingmost of of the biological life in the
Andromeda galaxy. The spacecraft informs the nations of Earth that, to counter invasions from
Andromeda’s ASI, they must all be reduced to a small portion of only one nation which has
sufficient aggressiveness to combine with ASI to thwart the computer-based ASI with a biology-
based ASI, thus preserving biological species such as humans.Teams comprising 594 persons
from 84 nations are rushed to the Amazon to hunt for Seeker. Each are initially positioned 14
miles away by Seeker and are then guided to it. The team which finds and holds Seeker for 1
hour wins for his nation, which will then have access to knowledge of science, technology and
other information that far exceeds what Earthlings know and will rule the world.Scientist Ben
Kagan, an Enhanced Human Operator, EHO, who has, in addition to his human intelligence,
morality, ethics and judgement, special devices implanted in his brain, eyes, and musculature,
that communicate with a supercomputer “Ory” attached to his body. And in the Amazon he
teams up with another American scientist, Ella Burke, who also has enhanced intelligence and



physical capabilities, some exceeding Kagan’s, achieved by altering her DNA. Ella’s goal had
been to reach an “immortality escape velocity”, where aging one year increases the lifespan by
more than a year, leading to immortality.Neither Kagan nor Ella is convinced that Seeker’s
wiping out most of Earth’s humanity to preserve its long term survival is acceptable and need to
win the race and take appropriate measures with Seeker. They have to battle furiously with the
other teams, some also enhanced with advanced technology, and in the process also cope with
Seeker’s interference.Kagan and Ella must get through to Seeker first to attempt to unravel its
mysteries and objectives and, if they did, try to change or overcome them.Finally, I would note
that Richard’s description of the Amazon’s flora and fauna beats anything I’ve read. And, need I
say, Richards’ writing is perfect as always.Martin Fricke, Ph.D. (physics)San Diego**In fact, St.
Thomas Aquinas was already arguing for the existence of other Earth-like planets in the 13th
century, and there is nothing in God’s Plan that we know of which would preclude extraterrestrial
life.”

JJS, “Douglas E. Richards delivers another thought provoking novel. I'm going to keep it short
and simple. Seeker provides what Richard's fans have come to expect in terms of bridging fiction
with modern technological advances. The Amazon Jungle setting offers some uniqueness
thematically, and the environment wildlife is an additional threat to survival this time around.To
be slightly critical, I feel that Richard's characters are somewhat one dimensional in Seeker, as
well as in most of his novels. Also, the story was not quite as much of a page turner for me. This
time around I found it pretty easy to figure out that one of the characters were not quite what they
seemed to be on the surface.With that said, I still highly recommend Seeker to those who enjoy
Richard's novels. And I would recommend checking out his other books to those who haven't
read anything by him yet. Personally I think beginning with Amped and Wired or the Nick Hall
trilogy would be a great starting point. You will be sucked in! And be sure to always read his
author notes at the end. For me, that always adds a star on the rating scale after reading about
the factual science related to his stories.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Another thought provoking read. What can I say that i already haven't
about Douglas E Richards books another enthralling read which keeps you engrossed right till
the end and it is not sci-fi that involves other worldy battles and the like but it is much more
plausible”

Carson, “Can't stop reading it. I read this book in one go. Douglas' books are always great and I
typically finish them straight away. This one was no exception and has a great storyline. If you've
enjoyed any of his previous books then you'll love this one.Just make sure you don't start it
before you have to go to bed!”

Rishikesh, “A really good read. Has quite an interesting storyline. It was so nicely paced that I



couldn't put the book down and managed to "binge-read" it well within a day. As usual, for most
of the general public there is a lot to learn from Douglas's book and this one does a really good
job at that!”

The book by Douglas E. Richards has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 3,212 people have provided
feedback.
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